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Abstract
Scattering in 3 + 1-dimensional QED is believed to give rise to tran-
sitions between different photon vacua. We show that these transitions
can be removed by taking into account off-shell modes which correspond
to Lie´nard-Wiechert fields of asymptotic states. This makes it possible to
formulate scattering in 3 + 1-dimensional QED on a Hilbert space which
furnishes a single representation of the canonical commutation relations
(CCR). Different QED selection sectors correspond to inequivalent repre-
sentations of the photon CCR and are stable under the action of an IR
finite, unitary S-matrix. Infrared divergences are cancelled by IR radia-
tion. Using this formalism, we discuss the time-dependence of decoher-
ence and phases of out-going density matrix elements in the presence of
classical currents. The results demonstrate that although no information
about a scattering process is stored in strictly zero-energy modes of the
photon field, entanglement between charged matter and low energy modes
increases over time.
∗dneuenfe@phas.ubc.ca
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1 Introduction
Theories with long range forces suffer from IR divergences which set all S-matrix
elements between Fock space states to zero. The reason is that any non-trivial
scattering process produces an infinite number of low energy quanta of radiation
and states which contain an infinite number of excitations are not Fock space
states.1 However, in the calculation of scattering probabilities, one can sum over
all possible additional emissions of soft quanta in incoming and outgoing states
to obtain finite, inclusive quantities [1–5] and theories with IR divergences can
still be tested to incredibly high precision. As shown in [6], the construction of
inclusive quantities yields an essentially completely decohered outgoing density
matrix in the momentum basis and thus in this formulation, the description of
scattering processes is inherently non-unitary. It should, however, be noted that
this is not a flaw of the theory, but rather a flaw in our Fock space description
and we should expect that there exists a better way of formulating scattering.
The dressed formalisms devised in [7–10] remove the IR divergences by in-
cluding the radiation as coherent states in incoming and/or outgoing states.2
This is called dressing the in- and out-states. S-matrix elements between dressed
states are finite and there is no need to calculate inclusive quantities. However,
due to the infinite number of soft-modes, the dressed states are not Fock space
states. Instead, as we will discuss in section 2, they live in representations of
the photon canonical commutation relations (CCR) which are different from
the standard Fock representation. Physically speaking, one could either say
that states in different CCR representations differ by an infinite number of low-
energy excitations or that they represent states which are expanded around
classical backgrounds which differ at arbitrarily long wavelengths. Since the
radiation produced in scattering depends on the momenta of incoming and out-
going charges, a dressed state which contains a charged particle with momentum
p will be in a different CCR representation than a dressed state containing a
charged particle with momentum q 6= p. In particular, this means that the
associated photon vacuum states are not related by a unitary transformation.
Thus, scattering states generally have different photon vacua and one says that
scattering induces vacuum transitions [12].
There are many motivations for a better understanding of soft dynamics.
Apart from the importance of soft physics for the understanding of confinement,
soft modes seem to play an important role in the quest for a theory of quantum
gravity. They are important for understanding non-locality [13], soft hair is
proposed to capture black hole microstates [14]3 and soft physics might also
play a role in possible solutions to the black hole information paradox [19,
20], e.g. [21–24]. Moreover, if the lessons learned so far from the AdS/CFT
correspondence are correct, the bulk and the boundary theory should share the
same Hilbert space and a better understanding of the Hilbert space of flat-
1Formally, we require the number operator to be bounded.
2The work of [10, 11] does not use dressed states, but equivalently expands fluctuations of
the field around classical backgrounds which depend on the momenta of the particles involved.
3See also the older proposals [15, 16] and criticism thereof [17, 18].
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space perturbative quantum gravity might yield hints towards the structure of
the correct dual theory. The infrared structure of perturbative quantum gravity
shares many qualitative features with the structure of QED at low energies.
Thus, a first step towards a detailed analysis of IR physics of gravity can be
taken by investigating the IR dynamics and kinematics of QED.
However, the fact that generic out-states consist of superpositions of states
in different CCR representations becomes an issue if one wants to ask questions
about the information content or the dynamics of low energy modes, since a
meaningful comparison of the photon content between different states in differ-
ent representations is impossible. A related problem recently mentioned in [25]
is that the entirety of dressed states is non-separable [9], i.e. they do not have
a countable basis, and thus existing dressed formalisms do not allow for the
definition of a trace. And in fact, when using an IR cutoff to make the trace
over IR modes well-defined, the reduced density matrix of the hard modes again
essentially complete decoheres once the cutoff is removed [26].
The soft photon production which is responsible the vacuum transitions
is well approximated by a classical process, but a classical analysis suggests
the number of zero-modes should stay constant: although the radiation fields
which are classically produced during scattering modify the vector potential at
arbitrarily long wavelengths, this change is compensated by the change of the
Lie´nard-Wiechert potentials sourced by the charges. Hence, taking the off-shell
modes of the classical field into account, the dynamics of the zero-modes become
completely trivial and no vacuum transitions should happen.
In this paper we will see that this picture is accurate even at the quantum
level. We develop a new dressed formalism for QED in which the asymptotic
Hilbert spaces carry only a single representation of the canonical commuta-
tion relations. In other words, all relevant photon states only differ by a finite
amount of excited modes. Moreover, the representations for in- and out-states
are unitarily equivalent. This implies that the S-matrix is a manifestly unitary
operator. Our proposal is a modification of the dressed state formalism of [9]. In
addition to coherent states describing radiation, we also incorporates classical
electric fields into the definition of states and approximate the time-evolution
at late times. The outgoing density matrix of any scattering is IR finite and
tracing-out IR modes of the field is well-defined and does not completely deco-
here the density matrix at finite times. This allows for an IR safe investigation of
scattering at late but finite times and enables us to discuss information theoretic
properties of quantum states, e.g. time evolution of entanglement.
1.1 Summary of results
At times earlier than some initial time ti or later than some final time tf , well
separated states of the full theory are well approximated by states in an asymp-
totic Hilbert space. The dynamics relevant at long wavelengths are captured
by time-evolution with an asymptotic Hamiltonian, which differs from the free
Hamiltonian. This is summarized in figure 1. The asymptotic Hilbert spaces of
3
Hin Hout
ti tf
Te
−i
∫
−∞
ti
dtHas(t)
S = Te−i
∫
∞
−∞
dtH
Te−i
∫ tf
∞ dtHas(t)
scattering regionasymptotic in-region asymptotic out-region
Figure 1: The asymptotic Hilbert spaces Hin/out are defined at finite times ti
and tf . We assume the particles to be well-separated before and after ti and tf ,
respectively (shaded regions). The time evolution of theories with long range
forces is not given by the free Hamiltonian H0, but approximated by the asymp-
totic Hamiltonian Has which takes the coupling to very low wavelength modes
of the gauge field into account. Charged eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian are
replaced by states dressed by transverse off-shell photons which reproduce the
correct Lie´nard-Wiechert potential at long wavelengths. The dressed S-matrix
S evolves a state from t = ti to t = −∞ which removes the off-shell modes. It is
then evolved by the standard S-matrix S to t =∞ and mapped ontoHout by an-
other asymptotic time-evolution, dressing it with the correct Lie´nard-Wiechert
modes. The states Hin/out are related by a unitary transformation.
QED are of the form
H
in/out = Hm ⊗H⊗(fλ), (1)
where Hm is the free fermion Fock space and H⊗(fλ) is an incomplete direct
product space (IDPS) (which despite the name is a Hilbert space and in particu-
lar complete) with a single representation of the photon canonical commutation
relations. The precise definition is discussed in section 4. The choice of rep-
resentation (equivalently, the choice of IDPS or photon vacuum) depends on a
function fλ, which generally is different for different incoming particles. H⊗(fλ)
can be understood as the image of Fock space under a (only formally defined)
coherent state operator and the function fλ as specifying the low energy modes
of the classical background. States on this Hilbert space are dressed and take
the form
‖p,k〉〉{fλ} = |p〉 ⊗W [f˜λ(p, . . . )] |k〉 , (2)
where W [fλ] are operator valued functionals which create coherent states of
transverse modes whose wavefunction is given by fλ with polarization λ. The
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constraint on f˜λ is that for small photon momenta it agrees with fλ appearing
in the definition of the photon Hilbert space.4 This guarantees that it is a state
in H⊗(fλ). The coherent state generally contains transverse off-shell photons
which ensure that at low energies, the expectation value of the photon field
agrees with the classical expectation value. It also contains on-shell radiation
which makes sure that the bosonic part of the dressed state lives in H⊗(fλ).
The dressed S-matrix is defined as
S =
(
Te−i
∫ tf
∞ dtHas(t)
)
S
(
Te−i
∫
ti
∞
dtHas(t)
)†
(3)
and is a unitary operator on H⊗(fλ) for any fλ. The additional terms in the
definition of the S-matrix remove off-shell modes from the states. This leaves
states dressed with on-shell photons which are scattered by the standard S-
matrix, similar to the proposal of [9].
This framework can be used to investigate the correlation between charged
particles and IR modes. Each H⊗(fλ) inherits the trace operation from Fock
space. Tracing the density matrix of a superposition of dressed states over soft
modes with wavelengths above some scale Λ yields time-dependent decoherence
in the momentum eigenbasis. At late times, off-diagonal density matrix elements
are proportional to
ρreducedoff-diagonal ∝ (tΛ)−A1eA2(t,Λ). (4)
The precise form of the exponents is discussed around equation (88). The expo-
nents are proportional to a dimensionless coupling and depend on the relative
velocities of the charged matter. The factor A1 is the same one found in [5] and
whose role for decoherence was discussed in [6]. The dependence on time and
energy scale has been found in [25] through a heuristic argument. The new fac-
tor A2 suppresses decoherence relative to (tΛ)
−A1 . The only information stored
in the zero-momentum modes is the information about the CCR representation
and decoherence is caused by modes with non-zero momentum. As time passes,
these modes become strongly entangled with the hard charges.
1.2 Structure of the paper
We follow the conventions of [27]. QED is quantized in Coulomb gauge, since
this makes the physical interpretation of our construction more obvious. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the construction of different representations of the CCR which
are important for our purposes. Section 3 derives the asymptotic Hamiltonian
and the dressed S-matrix in Coulomb gauge. The construction of the asymp-
totic Hilbert space is explained in section 4. Section 5 contains a proof of the
unitarity of the S-matrix. In section 6 we explicitly calculate the S-matrix in the
presence of a classical current and investigate the correlation between IR modes
4Note that, unlike in [9], the IR profile of soft modes in the state ‖p,k〉〉α does not depend
on p but only on α.
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and charged particles. The density matrix of superpositions of the fields of clas-
sical currents, reduced over IR modes, decoheres with time. The conclusions
comment on further directions.
2 Representations of the canonical commutation
relations
2.1 Inequivalent CCR representations
Theories with massless particles allow for different representations of the CCR
algebra which are not unitarily equivalent. This can be easily seen in a toy
model [28]. Consider the Hamiltonian
H =
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| |k|a
†(k)a(k) −
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|j(k, t)(a
†(k) + a(−k)), (5)
where j(x) is a real source. The Hamiltonian can be diagonalized using a canon-
ical transformation
a(k)→ b(k) = a(k) + j(k)|k| a
†(k)→ b†(k) = a†(k) + j
∗(k)
|k| , (6)
so that the commutation relations agree for b(k), b†(k) and a(k), a†(k). The
diagonalized Hamiltonian is given by
H˜ =
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| |k|b
†(k)b(k) +
1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)3
|j(k)|2
|k|2 . (7)
We will assume that lim|k|→0 j(k) = O(1). In this case and with appropriate
falloff conditions at large momenta, H˜ is bounded from below. We will assume
this in the following. The formally unitary transformation which implements
the transformation in equation (6) takes the form
W ≡ eF = exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|
(
j(−k)
|k| a
†(k)− h.c.
))
. (8)
However, W is not a good operator on the representation of the a(k), a†(k)
CCR, since for example
‖F |0〉 ‖2 =
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|3 |j(k)|
2 =∞. (9)
Therefore, W can merely be a formally unitary operator. This argument shows
that generally, representations of the CCR of a massless field in 3+1 dimensions
coupled to different currents will be unitarily inequivalent, which is exactly the
problem we discussed in the introduction. The choice of representation of the
commutation relations of the photon field will generally depend on the presence
of charged particles. Before we discuss how to deal with this in the case of QED,
we first need to develop some formalism.
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2.2 Von Neumann space
Formally unitary operators like the one in (8) can be given a meaning as oper-
ators on a complete direct product space [29], henceforth von Neumann space
H⊗. The non-separable von Neumann space splits into an infinite number of
separable incomplete direct product spaces (IDPS) on each of which one can de-
fine an irreducible representation of the canonical commutation relations [30].
Let us review this construction in this and the next subsection.
Given a countably infinite set of separable Hilbert spaces Hn, we define the
infinite tensor product space H′⊗ as
H
′
⊗ ≡
⊗
n
Hn. (10)
Vectors |ψ〉 ∈ H′⊗ of this space are product vectors built from sequences |ψn〉 of
normalized vectors in Hn,
|φ〉 =
⊗
n
|ψn〉 . (11)
Two such vectors are called equivalent, |ψ〉 ∼ |φ〉, if and only if∑
n
|1− 〈ψn|φn〉 | <∞. (12)
If the vectors are equivalent their inner product is defined via
〈ψ|φ〉 =
∏
n
〈ψn|φn〉 . (13)
If two vectors are inequivalent, their inner product is set to zero by definition.
The von Neumann space H⊗ is then defined as the space obtained by extending
the definition to all finite linear combinations of the vectors in H′⊗ and subse-
quent completion of the resulting space. In order to make the inner product
definite, we also require that two states are equal if their difference has zero
inner product with any state in H⊗. The so-obtained space is non-separable,
but splits into separable Hilbert spaces H⊗(ψ) called incomplete direct product
spaces (IDPS). H⊗(ψ) consists of all vectors equivalent to |ψ〉.
Given a unitary operator Un on each Hn we can define a unitary operator
U⊗ on H⊗ through
U⊗
⊗
n
|ψn〉 ≡
⊗
n
Un |ψn〉 (14)
and extend its definition to all states in H⊗ by linearity. Clearly, this is not the
set of all possible unitary operators on H⊗. Multiplication and inverse of such
operators is defined through multiplication and inverse of the Un. It can then
be shown that these unitary operators map different IDPS onto each other,
i.e. U⊗H⊗(ψ) ∼ H⊗(ψ′) with U⊗ |ψ〉 = |ψ′〉. An operator U⊗ is a unitary
operator on H⊗(ψ) if U⊗ |ψ〉 ∼ |ψ〉.
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In a quantum mechanical Hilbert space physical states are only identified
with vectors up to a phase. In order to make this precise in a von Neumann space
we define a generalized phase. Given a set of real numbers λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . }
we define the generalized phase operator V⊗(λ) as a unitary operator with
Vn = e
iλn . If
∑
n λn converges absolutely, V⊗(λ) = e
i
∑
n
λn . Two vectors
which differ by a generalized phase represent the same physical state. States
are called weakly equivalent |ψ〉 ∼w |φ〉, if and only if
V⊗(λ) |ψ〉 ∼ |φ〉 . (15)
2.3 Unitarily inequivalent representations on IDPS
Given the notion of a unitary operator on a von Neumann space, we can find
representations of the photon CCR [8]. Let us define the Hilbert space Hγ of
photon wavefunctions fλ(k) which obey
∑
λ
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| |fλ(k)|
2 <∞. (16)
The inner product is given by
〈g|f〉 =
∑
λ
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|g
∗
λ(k)fλ(k). (17)
We are only interested in a special class of CCR representations discussed in [8].
We define the coherent state operator5
W [fλ] ≡ exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|
[∑
λ
fλ(. . . ,k, t)a
†
λ(k)− h.c.
])
(18)
which formally obeys
W [fλ]W [gλ] = exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| (g
∗
λfλ − f∗λgλ)
)
W [gλ]W [fλ]. (19)
By functionally differentiating this equation with respect to fλ and g
∗
λ at fλ =
g∗λ = 0 we see that the operators a
†
λ(k) and aλ(k) obey the standard CCR.
If fλ, gλ are in elements of Hγ the integrals in equation (19) converge and we
obtain a representation on H⊗(0) which consists of all states equivalent to the
photon vacuum |0〉 =⊗n |0n〉. This is the standard Fock representation. It is
clear that any operator of the form W [hλ] with hλ ∈ Hγ is a unitary operator
on Fock space.
To obtain other representations we need to find operators which obey equa-
tion (19) on an IDPS H⊗(ψ) which is not weakly equivalent to Fock space
5To make contact with the previous definition in terms of modes n, we need to expand
fλ in a basis en of the space of wavefunctions and define an ∼
∫
d3ken(k)aλ(k) to be the
annihilation operator on Hn.
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H⊗(0). (It was shown in [30] that commutation relation representations on
weakly equivalent IDPS are unitarily equivalent.) Consider the space of func-
tions Aγ defined by
∑
λ
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|
1
|k| |fλ(k)|
2 <∞. (20)
Functions which obey this inequality are still dense in Hγ . The dual vector
space A∗γ , taken with respect to the inner product, equation (17), consists of
functions for which
∑
λ
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|
|k|
|k|+ 1 |fλ(k)|
2 <∞ (21)
and 〈g|f〉 is well defined for all g ∈ A∗γ and f ∈ Aγ . Let us define the state
|h〉 = W [hλ] |0〉, where hλ lies in A∗γ , but not in Aγ . Since W [hλ] formally
diverges, the state |h〉 is inequivalent to the photon vacuum |0〉 (even weakly).
This time, operators W [fλ] with fλ ∈ Hγ do not yield a representation of the
CCR on H⊗(h), since
〈h|W [fλ] |h〉 =exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| |fλ|
2
)
exp
(∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| (h
∗
λfλ − f∗λhλ)
)
(22)
and the integral in the argument of the second exponential will generally diverge.
However, if we choose fλ ∈ Aγ , the phase converges and we obtain a representa-
tion, this time on the separable space H⊗(h) which can be obtained from Fock
space by the formally unitary operator W [h]. These are the representations we
will need in the following.
3 Asymptotic time-evolution and definition of
the S-matrix
3.1 The naive S-matrix
In the standard treatment of scattering in quantum field theory, one defines the
S-matrix essentially as
Sβ,α ≃ lim
t′/t′′→∓∞
〈β| e−iH(t′′−t′) |α〉 . (23)
However, already in free theory it is clear that the limits t′ → −∞ and t′′ →∞
do not exist due to the oscillating phase at large times. More carefully we take
the states |α〉in / |β〉out at some fixed times ti/f and define the S-matrix as
Sβ,α = lim
t′/t′′→∓∞
〈β|out eiH0(t
′′−tf )e−iH(t
′′−t′)e−iH0(t
′−ti) |α〉in . (24)
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H0 is the free Hamiltonian in which the mass parameter takes its physical value.
At times later (earlier) than tf (ti) we assume that all particles are well sepa-
rated such that their time-evolution can approximately be described by the free
Hamiltonian. The contribution to phase factors coming from the renormalized
Hamiltonian H = H0 +Hint cancels the one coming from the free evolution as
t′, t′′ → ∓∞. We can remove the dependence on ti/f by redefining the S-matrix
S → eiH0(tf−ti)S.6 Going to the interaction picture the S-matrix can then be
brought into the form
S = Te−i
∫
∞
−∞
dtHint(t), (25)
where the Schro¨dinger-picture fields in the interaction Hamiltonian Hint are
replaced by fields evolving with the free Hamiltonian H0 which gives rise to the
time-dependence.
However, it is well known that the free-field approximation is not valid for
QED even at late times, since the interaction falls off too slowly. Mathemati-
cally, the problem is that the expression for the S-matrix, equation (24), does
not converge [31]. Physically, the issue is that massless bosons given rise to a
conserved charge (e.g. electric charge in QED or ADM mass in gravity) which
can be measured at infinity as an integral over the long range fields. Turning
off the coupling completely at early and late times, no field is created. In this
paper we use canonically quantized QED in Coulomb gauge. One might argue
that the conserved charge is already taken into account by the solution to the
constraint equation, which creates a Coulomb field around the source. However,
for all but stationary particles, this is not the correct field configuration. Well-
separated particles with non-vanishing velocity should be accompanied by the
correct Lie´nard-Wiechert field which differs from the Coulomb field by trans-
verse off-shell modes. Again, these modes can only be excited if the coupling is
not turned off completely.
3.2 The asymptotic Hamiltonian
In order to understand which terms of the full Hamiltonian remain important
at early and late times, let us approximate how the states evolve if they do
not interact strongly for a long time. We ignore all UV issues which are dealt
with by using renormalization and consider the normal ordered version of the
interaction Hamiltonian,
Hint ∼ −e
∫
d3x : ψ¯γiψ : (x) ·Ai(x) +
∫∫
d3xd3y
: ψ†ψ(x)ψ†ψ(y) :
4π|x− y| . (26)
In the asymptotic regions it is then assumed that the fields, masses and couplings
take their physical values instead of the bare ones. In [9] it was shown that at late
times coupling to long-wavelength photon modes still remain important. Here
6Oftentimes one chooses the convention that tf = ti = T , i.e. the incoming and outgoing
particles are defined on the same, arbitrary timeslice.
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we will take a slightly different route to arrive at the exact same expression
for the asymptotic Hamiltonian, i.e. the Hamiltonian which approximates time
evolution at very early and late times.
The normal ordered current in the interaction picture in momentum space
is given by
: jµ(x) :∼ e
∑
s,t
∫∫
d3pd3q
(2π)64EpEq
(
b†s(p)bt(q)us(p)γ
µut(q)e
−i(p−q)x
−d†t(q)ds(p)vs(p)γµvt(q)ei(p−q)x + . . .
)
,
(27)
where we have omitted terms proportional to b†s(p)d
†
t (q) and bt(q)ds(p). They
correspond to pair creation or annihilation with the emission or absorption of
a high energetic photons. In the asymptotic regions it should be a reasonable
assumption to ignore these effects. Generally, we do not want external momenta
to strongly couple to the current. Thus we restrict the integral over q to a small
shell around p and set p = q everywhere except in the phases. After a Fourier
transform and keeping only leading order terms in |k| we obtain the asymptotic
current,
: jµas(k, t) : ∼ e
∑
s
∫
d3p
(2π)32Ep
pµ
Ep
(
b†s(p)bs(p)− d†s(p)ds(p)
)
e−ivpkt
∼ e
∫
d3p
(2π)32Ep
pµ
Ep
ρ(p)e−ivpkt,
(28)
where we have defined ρ(p) =
∑
s
(
b†s(p)bs(p)− d†s(p)ds(p)
)
and vp = p/Ep.
At late and early times, the free Hamiltonian in equation (24) should thus be
replaced by the time-dependent asymptotic Hamiltonian,
Has(t) = H0 + Vas(t), (29)
which is obtained by replacing the current with the asymptotic current. The
interaction potential Vas(t) which replaces the interaction Hamiltonian is given
in the interaction picture by
Vas(t) = −
∫
IR
d3k
(2π)3
(
: ji(−k, t) : Ai(k, t) − 1
2|k|2 : j
0(k, t)j0(−k, t) :
)
. (30)
The domain of integration is restricted to soft modes. The first term describes
the coupling of transverse photon degrees of freedom to the transverse current,
V (1)as (t) = −
∫
IR
d3k
(2π)32|k| j
i(k, t)
[
ε∗iλ (−k)aλ(−k)e−i|k|t + εiλ(k)a†λ(k)ei|k|t
]
,
(31)
with a sum over the spatial directions i implied. The second term,
V (2)as (t) =
e2
2
∫
d3p
(2π)32Ep
∫
IR
d3k
(2π)3
1
|k|2 : ρ(p)j
0(q, t) : e−ivpkt, (32)
gives the energy of a charge in a Coulomb field created by a second charge.
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3.3 The dressed S-matrix
In the spirit of equation (24) we define the dressed S-matrix as an operator which
maps the asymptotic Hilbert space of incoming states Hin to the asymptotic
Hilbert space of outgoing states Hout,
S = lim
t′/t′′→∓∞
Te−i
∫ tf
t′′
dtHas(t)e−iH(t
′′−t′)
Te
−i
∫
t′
ti
dtHas(t), (33)
where T denotes time-ordering. It seems plausible that in the case of QED this
expression has improved convergence over equation (23), since Has takes into
account the asymptotic behavior of H .7 In order to simplify the expression for
the S-matrix and relate it to the standard expression, we insert the identity,
1 = e−iH0(t
′′−tf )eiH0(t
′′−tf ) and 1 = e−iH0(t
′−ti)eiH0(t
′−ti), between the time
ordered exponentials and the full time evolution. We then obtain
S = lim
t′/t′′→∓∞
U(tf , t
′′) S U(t′, ti), (34)
where S = eiH0(t
′′−tf )e−iH(t
′′−t′)e−iH0(t
′−ti) reduces to the usual S-matrix in
non-dressed formalisms, equation (25), once the limits are taken. The unitaries
U(t1, t0) obey the differental equation
i
∂
∂t1
U(t1, t0) = Vas(t1)U(t1, t0), (35)
where Vas is in the interaction picture and given by equation (30). The solution
to this is standard8
U(t1, t0) = Te
−i
∫ t1
t0
dtVas(t). (36)
We can bring this into an even more convenient form [9] by splitting U(t1, t0)
in the following way,
U(ti, t0) = Te
−i
(∫ ti
ti−ǫ
+···+
∫ t0+ǫ
t0
)
dtVas(t)
= Te
−i
∫ ti
ti−ǫ
dtVas(t) . . . e−i
∫ t0+ǫ
t0
dtVas(t)
= Te−i
∫ ti
ti−ǫ
dtVas(t) . . .Te−i
∫ t0+ǫ
t0
dtVas(t).
(37)
In the limit ǫ→ 0 we can remove the time-ordering symbols. Since [Vas(t), Vas(t′)]
only depends on ρ(p) which commutes with all operators we can use the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula eAeB = eA+Be1/2[A,B] to combine the exponentals
into
U(ti, t0) = e
−i
∫ ti
t0
dtVas(t)e
− 12
∫ ti
t0
dt
∫
t
t0
dt′[Vas(t),Vas(t
′)]
. (38)
7It has been conjectured in [32] that a similar expression in the context of the Nelson model
converges. However, other work [33] indicates that there might be subleading divergences
coming from current-current interactions.
8See, e.g. chapter 4.2 of [34].
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The first factor couples currents to the transverse electromagnetic potential and
also contains the charge-charge interaction given in equation (32). The second
factor makes sure that U(t2, t1)U(t1, t0) = U(t2, t0). We are interested in the
limit where t0 → −∞. In this case the second factor can be calculated as follows.
Since the density ρ(p) commutes with all operators present in the asymptotic
potential, the only relevant contributions to the commutator come from the
photon annihilation and creation operators. The unequal-time commutator of
the asymptotic potential with itself is given by
[Vas(t), Vas(t
′)] =
∫
IR
d3k
(2π)32|k| j
⊥
as(−k, t)j⊥as(k, t′)
(
ei|k|(t
′−t) − e−i|k|(t−t′)
)
,
(39)
with the transverse current j⊥,i(k, t) =
∑
λ ε
i∗
λ (k)ε
j
λ(k)j
j(k, t). We can now
perform the integral over t′ and drop the boundary conditions as t = −∞
knowing that in any final calculation they will be canceled by the corresponding
term coming from the full Hamiltonian. The result is
H⊥c (t) = −
1
2
∫ t
−∞
dt′[V (t), V (t′)]
=
i
2
∫
IR
d3k
(2π)32|k|
∫
d3p
(2π)32Ep
vp − k(k·vp)|k|2
|k| − k · vp
×
[
: ρ(p)jas(−k, t) : e−ikvpt + h.c.
]
,
(40)
where we have used that ρ(p) : jas(−k, t) :=: ρ(p)jas(−k, t) : up to terms that
are renormalized away [9]. This corrects the phase due to the Coulomb energy,
equation (32), to
eiΦ(t) ≡ ei
∫
t
−∞
dt′(Hc(t
′)+H⊥c (t
′)), (41)
which gives the phase due to the energy of a charge in the Lie´nard-Wiechert
field of another charge. The total asymptotic time evolution takes the form
U(−∞, ti) = eiΦ(t)ei
∫
t
−∞
dt′V (1)as (t
′). (42)
An analogous expression follows for U(tf ,∞), where we have to drop the bound-
ary terms at t =∞.
4 Construction of the asymptotic Hilbert space
4.1 The asymptotic Hilbert space
We can finally discuss the asymptotic Hilbert space. For now, we will ignore free
photons and moreover focus on a single particle. The generalization to many
particles and the inclusion of free photons is straight forward and will be done
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later. We require that our asymptotic states evolve with the asymptotic Hamil-
tonian instead of the free one. Naively, we might be tempted to think that our
asymptotic particle agrees with a free field excitation at some time t. However,
as discussed in the previous section, if our field couples to a massless boson this
will generally not be correct. Given a charged excitation of momentum p we
define
‖p〉〉inp ≡ U(ti,−∞)(|p〉in ⊗ |0〉)
≡ |p〉in ⊗W [f inλ (p,k, t)] |0〉 .
(43)
The state |p〉in is a free field fermion Fock space state defined at time ti and |0〉
is the photon Fock space vacuum. U(ti,−∞) was given in equation (42) and
does not change the matter component of the state. We can therefore write its
action as an operator on the photon Hilbert space, W [f inλ ], with W [ · ] given
in equation (18). In (42), we have dropped the boundary term at −∞. This is
analogous to the standard procedure one uses to get the electric field of a current
at a time t from the retarded correlator. The subscript in equation (43) indicates
that the asymptotic Hilbert space containing the state ‖p〉〉inp accordingly is
Has = Hm ⊗H⊗(f inλ (p,k, ti)), (44)
where Hm is the standard free fermion Fock space and H⊗(f
in
λ (p,k, ti)) is an
incomplete direct product space which carries a representation of the canonical
commutation relations for the photon as explained in the previous subsection.
Performing the integral in U(ti,−∞), we can determine f inλ (p,k, ti) to be
f inλ (p,k, t) = −e
p · ελ(k)
p · k θ(k
max − |k|)e−iv·kti . (45)
Here, pµ and kµ are on-shell and vµ = pµ/Ep. The Heaviside function makes
sure that only modes with wave number smaller than kmax are contained in the
dressing. Analogously, we can construct an out-states as
‖p〉〉outp ≡ U(tf ,∞)(|p〉out ⊗ |0〉)
≡ |p〉out ⊗W [foutλ (p,k, t)] |0〉 ,
(46)
and
foutλ (p,k, tf ) = −e
p · ελ(k)
p · k θ(k
max − |k|)e−iv·ktf = f inλ (p,k, tf ). (47)
In the following, we will leave the sum over λ and the dependence of fλ(p,k, t)
on k and t implicit. It can be checked by power counting that the exponent of
〈0|W [f inλ (p)] |0〉 = exp
(
1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k| |f
in
λ (p)|2
)
(48)
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is IR divergent, so W [f inλ (p)] is not a unitary operator on Fock space. It can
also be checked that W [f inλ (p)] obeys equation (21) so that the commutation
relation representation is inequivalent to the Fock space representation. On the
other hand W [foutλ (p) − f inλ (p)] is a unitary operator on any representation
since its argument is in Aγ , defined through equation (20). This operator maps
in-states to out-states and it follows that H⊗(f(p)
out
λ ) = H⊗(f(p)
in
λ ). Since
the Hilbert spaces are related by unitary time-evolution using the asymptotic
Hamiltonian, in the following we will oftentimes drop the in and out labels on
the states. Equivalently we can set ti = tf = T without affecting any argument
in the following.
The coherent state of transverse modes in equation (43) which accompanies
the matter field |p〉in is not a cloud of on-shell photons. The reason is that the
time-dependence of f inλ (p) modifies the dispersion relation of the modes created
by this coherent state from Ek = |k| to Ek = kv. To understand the role
of these modes consider the expectation values of the four-potential in such a
dressed state,
〈〈p‖A0‖p〉〉 =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
1
|k|2 〈〈p‖j
0(k, t)‖p〉〉eikx, (49)
〈〈p‖A‖p〉〉 = e
∫ kmax
0
d3k
(2π)32|k|
vp − k(k·vp)|k|2
|k| − k · vp
[
eik(x−vpt) + h.c.
]
〈〈p‖p〉〉. (50)
The expectation value ofA agrees with the classical 3-vector potential of a point
charge moving in a straight line with velocity vp at long wavelength which passes
through x = 0 at t = 0,
jµ(k, t) = evµe−ivpkt. (51)
In other words, the dressed state constructed above obeys Ehrenfest’s theorem
at long wavelengths. If we had not dressed the state, we would have found
〈〈p‖A‖p〉〉, the corresponding electric field would have been only the Coulomb
field of a static charge.9
Given two momenta p 6= q, the Hilbert spaces H⊗(f inλ (p)) and H⊗(foutλ (q))
are weakly inequivalent. To see this, note that W˜ ≡W [foutλ (q)]W †[f inλ (p)] maps
H⊗(f
in
λ (p)) to H⊗(f
in
λ (q)) and up to a phase equals W˜ = W [f
in
λ (q) − f inλ (p)].
If the Hilbert spaces were equivalent W˜ would have to be a unitary operator on
H⊗(f
in
λ (p)). However, it is easy to see that f
in
λ (q)− f inλ (p) does not obey (20)
and thus the two Hilbert spaces cannot be equivalent. Since we have started
with the claim, that we want all in- and out-states to be elements of the Hilbert
space (44), it seems our program has failed. However, this is too naive. Assume
we scatter an initial state ‖p〉〉 off of a classical potential. Our outgoing state will
be a superposition of different momentum eigenstates. However, the state ‖q〉〉q
will not be part of this superposition. A scattering process produces an infinite
number of long-wavelength photons as bremsstrahlung, but ‖q〉〉q contains no
9In the case of a plane wave the charge distribution is smeared over all of space.
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such radiation. The IR part of the classical radiation field produced during
scattering from momentum p to q is created by a coherent state operator
R(p, q¯) ≡W [f radλ (p,k, t)− f radλ (q,k, t)]
=W [f radλ (p,k, t)]W
†[f radλ (q,k, t)]
(52)
with
f radλ (p,k) =
ep · ελ(k)
p · k g(|k|) ≈ −f
in
λ (p,k, 0). (53)
The bar in the definition of R(p, q¯) denotes that the terms containing q come
with a relative minus sign. Here, g(|k|) is a function which goes to 1 as |k| → 0
and can be chosen at will otherwise. Thus the state which is obtained by
scattering an excitation with momentum p into an excitation with momentum
q plus the long wavelength part of the corresponding bremsstrahlung is given
by
‖q〉〉p ≡ |q〉 ⊗W [f inλ (q)]R(q, p¯) |0〉 (54)
up to a finite number of photons. This state contains the field of the state ‖q〉〉q
as well as the radiation produced by scattering the state ‖p〉〉p to momentum q
at long wavelengths.
The operator W [f in(q)]R(p, q¯) again is not a unitary operator on any CCR
representation. However, the combination
W [foutλ (q)]R(q, p¯)W
†[f inλ (p)] (55)
converges on Fock space. The convergence up to phase is easy to see since up to
a phase, equation (55) equals W [foutλ (q)+ f
rad
λ (q)− f inλ (p)− f radλ (p)] and since
the function in the argument vanishes as |k| → 0 it clearly satisfies equation
(20). It is an easy exercise to prove that the phase is also convergent. We will
give an example below. This shows that the states ‖p〉〉p and ‖q〉〉p live in the
same subspace H⊗(f
in
λ (p)). Moreover, all states which are physically accessible
from ‖p〉〉p must contain radiation. States of the form ‖q〉〉p are constructed
to precisely contain the IR tail of the classical radiation. Hence, all single
fermion states which are physically accessible take the form of equation (54)
up to a finite number of photons and thus live in the same separable IDPS.
With the appropriate dressing, also multi-fermion states and thus all physically
accessible states live in this subspace. Note that this structure is different to
existing constructions [8, 9, 25], where an out-state is generally a superposition
of vectors from inequivalent subspaces of H⊗.
4.2 Multiple particles and classical radiation backgrounds
The generalization to multiple particles is straight forward. Given a state which
contains multiple charges with momenta p1,p2, . . . , the operator U
†(ti,−∞)
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acts on the photon state as10
W
[∑
i
f inλ (pi)
]
(56)
and maps the Fock space vacuum into a a different separable Hilbert space
H⊗(
∑
i f
in
λ (pi)), which acts as our asymptotic photon Hilbert space. Similarly,
we can define a coherent state operator
R(p1,p2, . . . ;q1,q2, . . . ) (57)
which lets us define states
‖q1,q2, . . .〉〉{p1,p2,... } ∈ H⊗
(∑
i
f inλ (pi)
)
, (58)
which contain particles with momenta q1,q2, . . . and the appropriate brems-
strahlung produced by scattering charged particles of momenta {p1,p2, . . . } to
charged particles of momenta {q1,q2, . . . }. Up to a finite number of additional
photons all out states will be of this form.
We can also incorporate classical background radiation described by
A0 = 0 (59)
A =
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|
[
hλ(k)e
ikx + h.c.
]
(60)
with lim|k|→0 |k|hλ(k) = O(1), i.e. backgrounds which contain an infinite num-
ber of additional infrared photons. In the presence of charged particles with
momenta p1,p2, . . . the corresponding asymptotic Hilbert space is H⊗(hλ +∑
i f
in
λ (pi)).
4.3 Comments on the Hilbert space
The construction presented in this paper has a number of properties which are
known to be realized in theories with long range forces in 3+ 1 dimensions, but
usually glossed over.
Existence of selection sectors. The existence of selection sectors in four-
dimensional QED and gravity is well established [35, 36] and has recently been
rediscovered [37]. In the present construction, the choice of selection sector
corresponds to a choice of representation of the canonical commutation relations
on a separable Hilbert space H⊗(ψ) ⊂ H⊗. That these are indeed selection
sectors will be shown in the next section where we prove that S is unitary.
10In the case of multiple particle species with different charges, we should replace e→ ei in
the definition of f in
λ
(p).
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Charged particles as infraparticles. It was shown in [28,35,38] that there
are no states in QED (or more generally in theories with long range forces),
which sit exactly on the mass-shell p2 = −m2. Our construction reproduces this
behavior. Although P ·P‖p〉〉p = −m2‖p〉〉p, the state is not non-normalizable.11
A normalizable state must be built from a superposition of different states ‖q〉〉p.
However, any other state in Hp contains extra photons and thus cannot be on
the mass-shell p2 = −m2. Also note that in [39] it was argued that consistent
scattering of wavepackets in theories with long range forces in four dimensions
requires to take superpositions of particle states including photons.
Spontaneous breaking of Lorentz invariance. The spontaneous breaking
of Lorentz invariance in QED has already been noted in [35, 40] (see also [41]).
In our construction, there is an infinite number of possible H⊗(ψ) one can
choose from. This choice spontaneously breaks Lorentz invariance. The states
‖p〉〉p and ‖q〉〉q describe boosted versions of the same configuration, namely a
charged particle in the absence of radiation. However, as shown above they
live in inequivalent representations. Thus, a Lorentz transformation cannot be
implemented as a unitary operator on H⊗(f
in
λ (p)). An analogous argument
applies for any configuration of charged particles p1,p2, . . . .
5 Unitarity of the S-matrix
The form of the S-matrix follows from equation (33),
S = U(tf ,∞)S U †(ti,−∞), (61)
with U(t1, t0) given in equation (38). The operator S is the textbook S-matrix.
Comparing to equation (43) we see that the role of the operators U(tf ,∞),
U †(ti,−∞) is to remove the part of the dressing which corresponds to the
classical field. Thus, the off-shell dressing U(ti,−∞) in the definition of the
asymptotic states, equation (54), can be ignored whenever we are calculating
S-matrix elements.
Consider the action of the dressed S-matrix on ‖p1,p2, . . .〉〉{fλ} ∈ H⊗(fλ).
We establish unitarity on H⊗(fλ) by showing that dressed S-matrix elements
between states with given fλ are finite, as well as that dressed S-matrix elements
between states of different separable subspaces, i.e. various fλ, f˜λ with different
IR asymptotics vanish. Unitarity then follows from unitarity of U in the von
Neumann space sense and unitarity of S.
For the sake of clarity we will neglect the possibility of a classical background
radiation field in the following. Taking this possibility into account corresponds
to acting with some coherent state operator R˜ on the Fock space vacuum and
does not affect the proof. We take an otherwise arbitrary, dressed in-state
‖in〉〉 = |p1, . . .〉 ⊗W [f inλ (p1) + . . . ]R(p1, . . . ;q1, . . . ) |k1, . . .〉 (62)
11P is the 4-momentum operator.
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and similarly define a general out-state
‖out〉〉 = |p′1, . . .〉 ⊗W [foutλ (p′1) + . . . ]R(p′1, . . . ;q1, . . . ) |k′1, . . .〉 . (63)
Both states are elements ofHq1,.... For ease of notation, we will omit the ellipses
. . . and indices in the following. The S-matrix elements take the form
Sout,in = 〈〈out‖U(tf ,∞)SU †(ti,−∞)‖in〉〉
=
(
〈p′| ⊗ 〈k′|R†(p;q)
)
S
(
|p〉 ⊗R(p;q) |k1〉
)
.
(64)
It was conjectured in [12] and shown in [42] (see also [39]) that we can move
dressings through the S-matrix without jeopardizing the IR-finiteness. We can
therefore move all qi dependent terms on one side and obtain
〈〈out‖R†(p′;q)SR(p;q)‖in〉〉 = 〈〈out‖R(q;p′)SR(p;q)‖in〉〉
= 〈〈out‖R(0;p′)SR(p; 0)‖in〉〉+ (finite). (65)
Hence, the divergence structure of the matrix element is the same as the one of
Sout,in ∼
(
〈p′1, . . .| ⊗ 〈k′1, . . .|R†(p′1, . . . ; 0)
)
S
(
|p1, . . .〉 ⊗R(p1, . . . ; 0) |k1, . . .〉
)
.
(66)
However, these are just Faddeev-Kulish amplitudes which are known to be IR
finite [9].
Let us now show that if ‖p1, . . .〉〉q1,... and ‖p′1, . . .〉〉q′1,... live in inequivalent
representations, the matrix element vanishes. We again omit the ellipses and
indices. Consider
Sout′,in = 〈〈out‖U(tf ,∞)SU †(ti,−∞)‖in〉〉 (67)
=
(
〈p′| ⊗ 〈k′|R†(p′;q′)
)
S
(
|p〉 ⊗R(p;q) |k〉
)
. (68)
Moving the dressing through the S-matrix, we find that up to finite terms
Sout′,in ∼ 〈out′|R(q′,q)R†(p′; 0)SR(p; 0) |in〉 . (69)
The previous proof showed that R†(p′; 0)SR(p; 0) is a unitary operator on Fock
space. Further, it can be shown that R(q′,q) vanishes on Fock space if q1, · · · 6=
q′1, . . . [6]. Therefore we can conclude that the S-matrix element vanishes and
have shown that the S-matrix is a stabilizer of the asymptotic Hilbert spaces
defined in section 4.
6 Example: Classical current
6.1 Calculation of the dressed S-matrix
The formalism devised in the preceding sections can be used to investigate the
time dependence of decoherence in scattering processes. A simple example can
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be given by considering QED coupled to a classical current jµ(x). The current
enters with momentum p and at xµ = xµ0 is deflected to a momentum p
′,
jµ(x) = e
∫ ∞
0
dτ
p′µ
m
δ(4)
(
xµ − xµ0 −
p′µ
m
τ
)
+ e
∫ 0
−∞
dτ
pµ
m
δ(4)
(
xµ − xµ0 −
pµ
m
τ
)
.
(70)
We assume that initially no radiation is present and the current is carried by
an infinitely heavy particle. The initial state of the transverse field excitations
is not the Fock vacuum but ‖in〉〉 = W [f inλ (p)] |0〉, which is the vacuum of the
CCR representation H⊗(f
in
λ (p)). This state represents a situation in which the
classical field of the current jµ is present at wavelengths longer than the inverse
mass. Since we deal with an infinitely massiv source, the integrals are taken
over all of values of k. The IR divergent Fock space S-matrix in the presence of
a current can be calculated explicitely, see e.g. [43], and is given by
S = R(q,p) =W [f radλ (q,k) − f radλ (p,k)]. (71)
According to our prescription, the dressed S-matrix is given by
S =W [foutλ (q,k, tf )] S W
†[f inλ (p,k, ti)]. (72)
The out state is given by ‖out〉〉 = S ‖in〉〉 and contains the radiation field pro-
duced by the acceleration as well as a correction to the Coulomb field which
depends on the outgoing current. Combining everything, the dressed S-matrix
becomes
S =W [fSλ (p,q,k, ti, tf )] exp
(
ie2
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|Φ(k,q,p)
)
(73)
with
fSλ (p,q,k, t) =e
(
q · ελ(k)
q · k (1− e
ivq·ktf )− p · ελ(k)
p · k (1 − e
ivp·kti)
)
,
Φ(k,q,p) =
(
q⊥
q · k −
p⊥
p · k
)(
q⊥
q · k sin(vq · ktf ) +
p⊥
p · k sin(vp · kti)
)
+
q⊥
q · k
p⊥
p · k sin ((tfvq − tivp) · k)
(74)
The superscripts on the momentum vectors p⊥ ≡ P⊥(kˆ)p denote the part of
p which is perpendicular to k. The projection operator P⊥(kˆ) arises from the
sum over polarizations, P⊥(kˆ) =
∑
λ=± ε
∗
λ(k)ελ(k). From here it is easy to see
that as |k| → 0, fSλ has no poles and Φ only goes like |k|−1. Therefore, S is a
well defined unitary operator.
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6.2 Tracing out long-wavelength modes
A big advantage of formulating scattering in terms of the dressed states in-
troduced above is that it allows an IR divergence free definition of the trace
operation the on asymptotic Hilbert space. The trace operation is inherited
from Fock space. For example, a basis for the Hilbert space of photon excita-
tions in H⊗(f
in
λ (p)) is given by
W [−f radλ (p)] |0〉 ,W [−f radλ (p)]
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|a
†
λ′(k) |0〉 ,
. . . ,W [−f radλ (p)]
1√
n!
(∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|a
†
λ′(k)
)n
|0〉
(75)
We could have chosen any other f˜λ(p,k, t) as long as limk→0 |k|f inλ (p,k, ti) =
limk→0 |k|f˜λ(p,k, t). For example we could have chosen f˜λ(p,k, t) = foutλ (p,k, tf ),
since the trace is invariant under a change of basis.
As an example, let us consider a superposition of fields created by classical
currents, i.e. the outgoing state is
‖out〉〉 = 1√
2N
(Wq1 +Wq2) |0〉 , (76)
where
Wqi ≡W [foutλ (qi,k, t)] W [f radλ (qi,k)− f radλ (p,k)] (77)
and N is given by
N = 1 + Re
(
〈0|W †q1Wq2 |0〉
)
. (78)
In order to calculate the reduced density matrix we split the dressing Wqi =
W IRqi +W
UV
qi
into a part we will trace over (IR) and the complement (UV). The
“IR” part contains all modes with wavelength longer than some cutoff Λ, which
is smaller than kmax. The reduced density matrix obtained by tracing over “IR”
then becomes
ρUV =
1
N
(
WUVq1 |0〉 〈0|WUV†q1 + 〈0|W IR†q2 W IRq1 |0〉 WUVq1 |0〉 〈0|WUV†q2 (79)
+ (q1 ↔ q2)
)
. (80)
We see that the off-diagonal elements are multiplied by a factor of 〈0|W IR†q2 W IRq1 |0〉
which is responsible for decoherence. A similar dampening factor already ap-
peared in [26]. There the calculation was done for Faddeev-Kulish dressed states
and it was shown that the dampening factor has an IR divergence in its expo-
nent which makes it vanish, unless q1 = q2. As we will see, using the dressing
devised in this paper, the dampening factor is IR finite for finite times.
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The magnitude of the dampening factor is simply the normal-ordering con-
stant of W IR†q2 W
IR
q1
which is given by
exp
(
−1
2
∫
d3k
(2π)32|k|
∑
λ=±
|f1λ − f2λ|2
)
(81)
with
f iλ(qi,k, t) = e
qi · ελ(k)
qi · k (1− e
−iv·kt). (82)
We can rearrange the terms proportional to |f i|2. We go to spherical polar
coordinates and separate the |k| integral to find
∫
d3k
2|k|
∑
λ=±
|f iλ|2 = e2
∫
d2Ω
q⊥i q
⊥
i
(qi · k)2
∫ Λ
0
d|k|
|k| sin
2
(
|k| (−vi · kˆ)
2
t
)
(83)
The |k| integral can be performed and the result can be expressed in terms of
logarithms and cosine integral functions Ci(x).
∫ Λ
0
d|k|
|k| sin
2
(
|k| (−vi · kˆ)
2
t
)
=
1
2
(
log(Λt) + γ + log(|vi · kˆ|)− Ci(Λt|vi · kˆ|)
)
.
(84)
Here, γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using Ci(x) ∼ γ+ log(x) +O(x2) for
small x, we see that at Λ, t = 0 the exponent vanishes. The |k| integral for the
cross-term involving f1λ and f
2
λ is only slightly more complicated and can also
be performed. One finds∫
d3k
2|k|
∑
λ=±
Re(f1∗λ f
2
λ)
= 2e2
∫
d2Ω
q⊥1 q
⊥
2
(q1 · kˆ)(q2 · kˆ)
∫ Λ
0
d|k|
|k| sin
(
|k| (−v1 · kˆ)
2
t
)
×
sin
(
|k| (−v2 · kˆ)
2
t
)
cos
(
|k| (−(v1 − v2) · kˆ)
2
t
)
(85)
The integral evaluates to
1
4
(
2 log(Λt) + γ + log(|v1 · kˆ|) + log(|v2 · kˆ|)− log(Λt|(v1 − v2) · kˆ|)
−Ci(Λt|v1 · kˆ|)− Ci(Λt|v2 · kˆ|) + Ci(Λt|(v1 − v2) · kˆ|)
)
.
(86)
Clearly, as t→ 0 the dampening factor becomes zero and no decoherence takes
place. This is sensible is the example at hand, where we have assumed that the
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current changes direction at t = 0. Different to the situation in [6], the density
matrix is well defined even without an IR cutoff. In any real experiment we
measure the field at very late times after the scattering process has happened
and all wavelengths shorter than those that will be traced out had enough
time to be produced, i.e. Λt ≫ 1. In this limit, the integrals are dominated
by the logarithms. Furthermore, we need to keep the term which contains
Ci(Λt|(v1 − v2) · kˆ|) − γ, since the cosine integral diverges as v1 → v2 and
kˆ ⊥ v1,v2.
Similarly, the phases of the off-diagonal terms in the density matrix can be
calculated. Since we only have a single charge present, the Coulomb interactions
Hc + H
⊥
c does not contribute anything to the phase. The only contributions
come from the normal ordering of the coherent state operators. After some
cancellations and performing the integration over |k| we obtain
exp
(
i
e2
2(2π)3
∫
d2Ω
q⊥1 q
⊥
2
(q1 · kˆ)(q2 · kˆ)
Si(Λt(v1 − v2)kˆ)
)
. (87)
Thus, at late times, the dampening factor becomes
〈0|W IR†q2 W IRq1 |0〉 = (Λt)−A1eA2(Λ,t) (88)
with
A1 =
e2
2(2π)3
∫
d2Ω
(
q⊥1
q1 · kˆ
− q
⊥
2
q2 · kˆ
)(
q⊥1
q1 · kˆ
− q
⊥
2
q2 · kˆ
)
(89)
A2(t,Λ) = − e
2
2(2π)3
∫
d2Ω
q⊥1 q
⊥
2
(q1 · kˆ)(q2 · kˆ)
(
Ci(Λt|(v1 − v2) · kˆ|)
− iSi(Λt(v1 − v2) · kˆ)− γ − log(Λt|(v1 − v2) · kˆ|)
)
.
(90)
This is consistent with earlier results obtained in [25, 44]. The appearance of
the factor A2 makes the decoherence rate for particles milder than suggested by
the term which only depends on A1. The qualitative behavior at infinite times,
however, reproduces exactly what has been found before based on calculations
which only take the emitted radiation into account, namely that any reduced
density matrix decoheres in the infinite time limit [6].
7 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a construction of an infinite class of asymptotic
Hilbert spaces which are stable under S-matrix scattering with a unitary, dressed
S-matrix. The major improvement over existing work is that all asymptotic
states live in the same separable Hilbert space with a single representation of
the photon canonical commutation relations. Our construction relied on the
fact that transverse IR modes of the Lie´nard-Wiechert field are included in the
definition of the asymptotic states. This should be a good approximation if
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the included wavelengths are smaller than any other scale in the problem. The
construction enables an analysis of the information content of IR modes in the
late-time density matrix. As an example, we studied a density matrix which
describes a superposition of the field of two classical currents. The reduced
density matrix decoheres as a power law with time. The increase of decoherence
with time shows that the entanglement of charged particles with infrared modes
increases over time. The physical reason for the decoherence is that at times
t ∼ 1Λ we can tell apart on- and off-shell modes with wavelengths larger than
λ ∼ 1Λ . Since charged matter is accompanied by a cloud of off-shell modes
creating the correct momentum dependend electric field, this allows to identify
the momenta of the involved particles. One might argue that this is incompatible
with the picture of conserved charges from large gauge transformations (LGT)
(for a recent review see [45]). There it is argued that a photon vacuum transition
must happen since the soft charge generally changes during a scattering process.
However, our approach identified the photon vacuum with the total LGT charge,
i.e. it takes into account off-shell excitations of the photon field associated with
the hard part of the LGT charge. The increase of decoherence with time can
be understood as learning to tell apart soft and hard charges as time goes on.
Hence, in flat space scattering, no information is stored in the LGT charges,
but in the way the charge splits between the hard and soft part.
This work leaves open some interesting questions. We have seen that near-
zero energy modes decohere the outgoing density matrix in the momentum basis.
Unlike in [6,26], this decoherence happens although the scattering is fundamen-
tally IR finite. Furthermore, the decoherence cannot be avoided by chosing an
appropriate dressing, since we can only add radiation, i.e. on-shell modes, as ad-
ditional dressing. At zero energy there is no difference between on and off-shell
modes, however, at finite times those can be distinguished which leads to deco-
herence. This opens up the possibility that a similar mechanism at subleading
order in the asymptotic current could also decohere additional quantum numbers
like spin. Moreover, although we have constructed dressed states, we have not
discussed how they can be obtained by an LSZ-like formalism from operators.
Due to the presence of long wavelength modes of classical fields and radiation,
the correct operators must be non-local. Presumably there should be an infinite
family of operators, similar to the situation in [10, 11], for each Hilbert space
which must contain radiative modes in their definition. Filling in the details
is left for future work. Lastly, as motivated in the introduction, an extension
of the presented ideas to gravity would be desirable for a variety of reasons.
While one might expect that a generalization to linearized gravity should be
fairly straight forward, an extension beyond linear order will presumably more
difficult. The discussion in the context of gravity could be interesting in the
context of the Black Hole information paradox: We have seen that in our con-
struction no information is stored in the zero-energy excitations. This agrees
with statements made in [18, 46]. However, by waiting long enough, charged
matter can be arbitrarily strong correlated with near zero-energy modes and
those modes might store information. Tracing out the matter thus leaves one
with a completely mixed density matrix of soft modes, which might be related
24
to the ideas presented in [14]. The fact that “softness” is an observer-dependent
notion might aid arguments in favor of complementarity. Clearly, more work is
required to make these arguments more precise.
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